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A variable camber morphing airfoil with compliant ribs and flexible composite skins is studied in a 
hierarchical modeling framework. The key requirements of a variable camber morphing airfoil are the 
flexible skin, compliant internal structure and a lightweight actuation system. A biologically inspired, 
internal structure is adapted to produce continuous camber morphing. The conflicting requirements of 
the morphing skin, namely low in-plane stiffness and high out-of-plane bending stiffness, are met by 
designing the composite with curvilinear fiber paths. A coupled aeroelastic simulation and optimization 
of the proposed 2-D morphing airfoil is computationally complex. Hierarchical computational models 
of the morphing airfoil are used to decouple the complaint ribs and airfoil skin. In the first level of 
hierarchy, a fluid-structure interaction is performed with the homogenized beam model of the compliant 
rib structure and 2-D panel method. In the second level, a finite element model of the camber morphing 
skin is developed with representative boundary conditions. A multi-objective optimization framework is 
developed to find the optimal curvilinear fiber paths of the morphing skin to meet the airfoil geometric 
shape and actuation requirements of the first level. The optimal results show that a significant camber 
variation and significant changes in aerodynamic properties can be achieved with the compliant skin and 
airfoil structure considered in this study. The hierarchical modeling framework of the camber morphing 
airfoil discussed in this paper enhances theoretical understanding of each sub-system and reduces the 
computational costs.

© 2015 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Morphing wing concepts aim to enhance the aircraft perfor-
mance by designing wings that can be morphed to optimal shape 
of each flight condition [4,30]. Morphing wings, in general, can be 
categorized based on the scale of morphing as large, medium and 
small scale morphing concepts [30]. The variable camber airfoil is 
a small-to-medium scale morphing concept that requires the wing 
skins and rib or internal structures to undergo a strain of around 
2–3% [11].

The camber of an airfoil has a significant impact on the aerody-
namic forces it will generate under fluid flow [1,2,27,29]. Generally, 
the variable camber of an airfoil is realized through the use of 
discrete trailing edge flaps [6]. However, the presence of a sharp 
and discrete change in camber leads to a significant increase in 
drag over the baseline airfoil, particularly at high lift coefficients. 
Considerable research has focused on developing an airfoil with 
smooth and continuous camber change, defined as a camber mor-
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phing airfoil, as an alternative to discrete flaps that can lead to 
significant reduction in the drag [4]. The main challenges of a 
successful camber morphing airfoil are: 1) flexible airfoil skins, 
2) adaptive internal structures, and 3) lightweight actuation sys-
tems. From a theoretical perspective, the computational modeling 
and simulation of these novel reconfigurable aero-servo-elastic sys-
tems is a major challenge [9]. A brief review of studies focused on 
novel structural concepts and modeling issues of camber morphing 
airfoils are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The multi-functional aspects of morphing airfoil skins result in 
conflicting structural requirements of low in-plane stiffness and 
high out-of-plane bending stiffness, a highly anisotropic nature 
[24,31]. Most studies on camber morphing airfoils, primarily fo-
cused on UAVs, consider the skin to be made of silicone rubber, 
elastomeric and flexible isotropic materials [4,5]. A detailed review 
on novel morphing skins with highly anisotropic characteristics are 
given in Ref. [31]. Coutu et al. [7] studied the design of an active 
extrados structure for an experimental Morphing Laminar Wing 
(MLW). The upper skin of the MLW, made of composite laminate, 
is morphed to match the optimal target profiles. The number of 
plies of the flexible extrados and the number of actuators are opti-
mized to maximize the aerodynamic and mechanical performance 
of the airfoil. However, the composite laminate is considered to be 
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made of uni-directional plies. Murugan et al. [24] proposed a flex-
ible fiber reinforced composite skin with a optimal distribution of 
volume fraction of fibers. The numerical results showed that the 
ratio of in-plane flexibility to bending stiffness can be improved by 
30–40% compared to composites with a uniform fiber distribution. 
The main limitation of these composites is that the fibers have 
to be uni-directional and orthogonal to the morphing direction to 
retain the low in-plane stiffness. Thuwis et al. [32] studied the ap-
plication of variable stiffness composite skins for the leading edge 
of a camber morphing wing. However, a scaled parameter account-
ing for the variation of stiffness in space is used instead of the 
direct variation of the fiber angles or thickness along the space. 
In a recent study, Murugan and Friswell [20] proposed a flexi-
ble composite skin with curvilinear fibers, in contrast to straight 
fiber composites, for the variable chord airfoil. However, to the au-
thors’ knowledge, no study has focused on the use of composite 
with curvilinear fibers for a variable camber airfoil [25]. The Fish 
Bone Active Camber (FishBAC) concept introduced by Woods and 
Friswell [34] is coupled with the curvilinear fiber composite skin 
to realize the 2-D camber morphing airfoil proposed in this study.

In this paragraph, the previous studies on modeling issues of 
camber morphing wings are discussed. In general, a commercial fi-
nite element program is used to model the 2-D airfoil structural 
model and aerodynamic loads are evaluated with linear potential 
flow theory at multiple morphed states [8,19,28,37]. Aeroelastic 
simulation is performed based on weak coupling. Actuation is con-
sidered via external forces acting on the structural model. A di-
rect coupling of the 3-D or 2-D structural finite element models 
of the wings with aerodynamic codes can result in a high com-
putational cost, lacks the understanding of each sub-system and, 
any optimization of each sub-system can be expensive [32]. A few 
studies have focused on analytical or numerical modeling of cam-
ber morphing airfoils. Gandhi and Inthra [11] studied the desirable 
attributes of the flexible skin of a variable camber morphing wing 
with a numerical model of the 2-D airfoil. De Gaspari and Ricci [9]
proposed a two-level approach for the optimal design of camber 
morphing wings. In the first level, an optimization is performed to 
identify the optimal aerodynamic shapes of the morphing airfoil. 
In the second optimization level, an ad hoc topology optimiza-
tion tool is used to synthesize an optimal compliant structure that 
adapts to the optimal shapes of the first level. However, the design 
or feasibility of anisotropic airfoil skins and actuation systems are 
not defined in both of the studies [9,11].

The aim of this work is to develop a variable camber trail-
ing edge airfoil with compliant structures and study these con-
cepts in a hierarchical modeling framework. The FishBAC morphing 
structure and a variable stiffness skin based on curvilinear fiber 
composites is proposed. A two-level hierarchical framework of the 
camber morphing 2-D airfoil is developed. In the first level, a ho-
mogenized beam model of the compliant rib structure is devel-
oped and 2-D panel method code is used to evaluate the aerody-
namic loads for a given actuation. In the second level, the struc-
tural model of the skin is developed with representative boundary 
conditions of the morphing wing. The aerodynamic loads and de-
formation requirements from the first level are used to optimize 
the skin. A multi-objective optimization framework, at the second 
level, is used to find optimal curvilinear fiber paths of the compos-
ite skin.

2. Hierarchical modeling of the airfoil

A variable camber 2-D airfoil employing the FishBAC morph-
ing concept that is representative of a typical rotor blade or a UAV 
wing is considered in this study and shown in Fig. 1. The airfoil has 
a stiff D-spar at the leading edge and an active morphing struc-
ture at the trailing edge. In the early stages of conventional wing 
Fig. 1. Morphing airfoil with a compliant internal structure and flexible skin.

Fig. 2. FishBAC compliant structure.

design process, hierarchical structural and aerodynamic models of 
the wing are developed to study each sub-system and to reduce 
the computational effort [16,27]. From the structural perspective, 
a high-aspect ratio 3-D wing (non-morphing) is modeled and ana-
lyzed with a minimum of two levels of hierarchy [33]. At a lower 
level in the hierarchy, a structural analysis is performed with the 
2-D cross-sectional model of the wing. At a higher level in the 
hierarchy, an aeroelastic analysis is performed based on the 1-D 
beam model constructed with cross-sectional properties from the 
lower level [21–23]. This process is generally applicable for a wing 
with fixed cross-sectional geometry. However, in the case of cam-
ber morphing airfoils, the geometry of the cross-section changes 
by an externally applied actuation force. This introduces additional 
degrees of freedom along the chordwise direction of the airfoil. 
Therefore, additional hierarchical models are needed to capture the 
morphing behavior of airfoil cross-section which are discussed in 
the following sections. The 2-D variable camber airfoil discussed in 
this paper is split into the variable camber internal structure and 
flexible skins. The modeling of the variable camber internal struc-
ture is discussed in Section 3. The modeling and optimization of 
the morphing skin with curvilinear fiber composites is discussed 
in Section 4.

3. Variable camber structure

An adaptive internal structure for the variable camber airfoil, 
homogenized model and fluid–structure interaction (FSI) simula-
tion is discussed in this section.

3.1. FishBAC concept

Woods and Friswell proposed a bio-inspired compliant internal 
structure known as the FishBone Active Camber (FishBAC) struc-
ture [34]. This design employs a highly anisotropic structure to 
create large changes in aerodynamic properties with continuous 
changes in airfoil camber. A schematic overview of the FishBAC 
concept is shown in Fig. 2.

The FishBAC structure consists of a thin chordwise bend-
ing beam spine with stringers branching off to connect it to a 
pre-tensioned Elastomeric Matrix Composite (EMC) skin surface. 
Smooth, continuous bending deflections are driven by a high stiff-
ness, antagonistic tendon system. Actuators mounted in the D-spar 
drive a tendon spooling pulley through a non-back drivable mech-
anism (such as a low lead angle worm and worm gear). Rotation 
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Fig. 3. Homogenized beam representation of the trailing edge aft of the D-spar.

of the pulley creates equal but opposite deflections of the ten-
dons. These differential displacements generate a bending moment 
on the rigid trailing edge strip, which then induces bending of 
the trailing edge morphing structure to create large changes in 
airfoil camber. Since the tendon system is non-back drivable, no 
actuation energy is required to hold the deflected position of the 
structure, leading to increased operational efficiency. The FishBAC 
concept creates large camber deflections with minimal actuation 
energy requirements through the use of structural and material 
anisotropy. The spine and stringer core is highly anisotropic, with 
very low bending stiffness along the chord direction, but high span 
wise and through-thickness bending stiffness. That is, the bending 
stiffness corresponding to the camber variation is less while the 
blade bending stiffness along the span wise direction is high.

3.2. Fluid–structure interaction analysis

This section will provide an overview of the low-fidelity fluid–
structure interaction (FSI) analysis developed in the previous work 
[35]. The FSI is performed with the homogenized model of Fish-
BAC internal structure and an elastomeric skin. The results of FSI 
analysis, the morphed geometry and aerodynamic pressure load-
ing, are used in this study to design and optimize the flexible 
airfoil skin with curvilinear fiber composites. The design and opti-
mization of flexible composite skin, presented in the later sections 
of this study, is not coupled into FSI analysis. However, the results 
of FSI are used to provide a reasonable, representative geometry 
of the camber morphed airfoil and the corresponding aerodynamic 
pressure distribution.

The idealized beam model of the FishBAC internal structure is 
described in the following paragraph. The trailing edge portion of 
the FishBAC internal structure, aft of the D-spar, is homogenized
as a cantilever beam as shown in Fig. 3. A fully coupled parti-
tioned fluid–structure interaction (FSI) analysis is used to evaluate 
the aerodynamic loads which then later used in the flexible skin 
designs [35]. The FSI is performed with parameters of 0.3 m chord 
and 10 degrees angle of attack. Full details of the operating point, 
aerodynamic coefficients of the baseline and morphed airfoil are 
given in Table 1. The FSI code finds the converged static equi-
librium deflections of the structure under internal actuation and 
external aerodynamic loading using a fixed point iteration scheme 
[35]. The algorithm of the FSI code will be briefly overviewed 
here to provide sufficient understanding of the aerodynamic re-
sults used in the optimal design of skins.

3.2.1. Hierarchical level II: structural model of compliant mechanism
The compliant internal structure of the FishBAC airfoil is mod-

eled using a simple Euler–Bernoulli beam formulation. The bend-
ing beam spine is modeled as a single element beam with the 
distributed bending stiffness (EIb) in the chord direction x:

EIb = Eb bh(x)3 (1)

12
Table 1
FishBAC FSI solution parameters.

Parameter Value

Baseline airfoil NACA 0012
Chord 0.3 m
Reynolds no. 400,000
Patm 101,325 Pa
Angle of attack 10 deg
Drive pulley rotation 30 deg
Lift coefficient, cl (baseline) 0.991
Drag coefficient, cd (baseline) 0.0284
Lift coefficient, cl (morphed) 1.70
Drag coefficient, cd (morphed) 0.061

where Eb is the elastic modulus, b the width, and h the thickness 
of the spine. The effective bending stiffness of the skin (EIs) about 
the neutral axis of the structure is then found using the parallel 
axis theorem

EIs = Es

[
1

12
bt3

s + bts ys(x)2
]

(2)

where Es is the elastic modulus, ts the thickness, and ys the dis-
tance from the neutral axis of the skin. The total bending stiffness 
of the structure is then found as the linear superposition of the 
skin and spine stiffness:

EItot = EIb + EIs (3)

The relationship between applied loading p(x) and vertical spine 
displacement w(x) is then found by integrating the Euler–Bernoulli 
equation

EI
d4 w(x)

dx4
= p(x) (4)

For boundary conditions, the inboard end of the spine is assumed 
clamped with the trailing edge free. Each step in the fixed point 
iteration produces a chordwise distribution of spine bending de-
flection. The outer profile of the deformed FishBAC structure is 
then found by superimposing the thickness distribution of a NACA 
0012 airfoil onto the spine deflection.

3.3. Aerodynamic model

The effects of aerodynamic loading on the structure are in-
cluded through the use of the viscous panel method code, XFOIL 
[36]. At each iteration step, the aerodynamic pressure acting on 
the FishBAC airfoil is calculated using the aerodynamic operating 
point and the current estimate of the deformed outer profile. Lo-
cal out-of-plane deformations of the skin between stringers are not 
included in this level of the analysis. The resulting pressure distri-
butions are therefore only valid for small deformations of the skin.

3.4. Actuation model

The tendon driven actuation is included in the FSI analysis as 
a discrete moment generator on the trailing edge that depends on 
prescribed initial actuation displacements and deformation derived 
strains. The tendons are modeled as linear elastic axial members 
with an initial prescribed displacement and no bending stiffness. 
The initial displacement is due to spooling pulley rotation through 
a prescribed angle according

�lt,0 = δrp (5)

where the spooling pulley rotation angle is the prescribed actu-
ation variable, and rp is the radius of the spooling pulley. While 
the tendons do not have any bending stiffness of their own, they 
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Fig. 4. Undeformed and morphed configuration of the airfoil.

are held at a constant distance from the bending spine as the 
trailing edge morphs by traveling through small orifices in the 
stringers. Due to their constant distance from the neutral axis, ten-
don strains induced by structural bending are also derived from 
Euler–Bernoulli theory as

�lt,e =
∫

Maero(x)

EItot(x)
ytdx (6)

with Maero being the applied aerodynamic moment and yt the ver-
tical mounting offset of the tendons at their trailing edge anchor 
point. The axial stiffness and initial displacement of the tendons 
will therefore drive the trailing edge deflections by creating a dis-
crete bending moment Mt on the trailing edge strip (where they 
are anchored) according to

Mt = 2yt
Et At

Lt
(�lt,0 + �lt,e) (7)

where Et is the elastic modulus, At the cross-sectional area, and Lt

the length of the tendons. The effect of this induced bending mo-
ment is included in the integration of the Euler–Bernoulli equation 
as a discrete moment.

3.5. FSI convergence

The actuation moment, aerodynamic pressure distributions and 
spine deflections are all highly coupled. Therefore, the FSI code 
is iterated several times at each design point to achieve conver-
gence. Additionally, since there is a large difference in the mag-
nitude of the aerodynamic and structural stiffnesses, a relaxation 
parameter is needed to ensure convergence [35]. Convergence is 
monitored through the magnitude of the spine displacement and 
the aerodynamic coefficients, with the convergence criteria be-
ing met only when the tip deflection, lift coefficient, drag co-
efficient, and moment coefficient of the FishBAC are found to 
change less than 2% between iterations. The deformed configura-
tion and net pressure acting on the upper skin are shown in Figs. 4
and 5.

4. Flexible composite skins

The flexible skin for the variable camber airfoil section with 
a FishBAC internal structure is studied in this section. The out-
of-plane deflections (local) of the skin induced by the aerody-
namic pressure can play a significant role in altering the flow 
over the airfoil. Similarly, the increase in actuation power require-
ments to morph the skin can result in an increase in the weight 
of the actuation system. Minimizing the power or actuation re-
quirements of morphing systems can result in significant weight 
savings. Therefore, the objective in this section is to design the 
Fig. 5. Aerodynamic pressure loads on the upper skin.

Fig. 6. Boundary conditions of the morphing skin and stringers.

skin to minimize the actuation energy while simultaneously min-
imizing the out-of-plane deflections caused by the aerodynamic 
pressure.

4.1. Hierarchical level I: morphing skin model

The dimensions of a previously developed FishBAC prototype 
are used to develop the structural skin model. This structural mod-
eling and analysis of the morphing skin can be considered as 
level I in the hierarchical modeling of the camber morphing airfoil. 
The embodiment of the FishBAC internal structure studied, shown 
in Fig. 2, has 14 stringers along the chordwise direction. The skin 
between the aft of the D-spar and the trailing edge is modeled as 
a shell structure that is simply supported over the stringers. The 
trailing edge and leading edge ends of the skin are modeled as 
clamped supports. This allows the skin to deform to a new cam-
ber shape while retaining a smooth outer aerodynamic profile as 
shown in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 5, the aerodynamic pressure varies along the 
chordwise direction. The bending stiffness of the skin along the 
chordwise direction, between each of the stringers, can also be 
varied in proportion to the aerodynamic pressure. By varying the 
fiber angles along the chord, the maximum out-of-plane deflec-
tions between the stringers and the actuation energy required to 
morph the skin can be minimized. In this study, the design of 
the upper skin is addressed and a similar method can be used 
to design the lower skin of the airfoil. The theory of curvilinear 
fiber composites and the multi-objective optimization framework 
to design the morphing skins are discussed in the following sub-
sections.

4.2. Curvilinear fiber composite model

The fiber paths of curvilinear fiber composites can be defined 
with various mathematical functions [14,17,20,26]. However, the 
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Fig. 7. Curved fiber paths in a composite plate.

selection of fiber paths are limited by manufacturing constraints. 
Most studies on curved fiber composite define a linear, 1-D varia-
tion of a reference fiber path [14,15,20]. This linear variation along 
the panel direction y, as shown in Fig. 7, can be given as

θ(y) = 2(T1 − To)

∣∣∣∣ y

B

∣∣∣∣ + To (8)

where θ(y) represents the fibre orientation, B denotes the width 
of the plate, and T1 and T0 represent the fiber angles at the edge 
(y = B/2) and middle of the plate (y = 0), respectively. This ref-
erence fiber path can be repeated along the x direction to manu-
facture the curvilinear fiber (CVF) composite plate [14]. This fiber 
path definition of the single ply layer is generally represented as 
〈T0|T1〉. The stacking sequence of a balanced symmetric CVF lami-
nate with 2n plies can be given as [±〈T k

o |T k
1〉n]s . The values of T0

and T1 are given in degrees in this study. The constitutive equa-
tions of a variable stiffness composite in terms of force resultants 
(Nx , N y , and Nxy) and moment resultants (Mx , M y , and Mxy), for 
balanced symmetric laminates are⎧⎨
⎩

Nx

N y

Nxy

⎫⎬
⎭ =

⎡
⎣ A11(x, y) A12(x, y) 0

A11(x, y) A22(x, y) 0
0 0 A66(x, y)

⎤
⎦

⎧⎨
⎩

uo,x

vo,y

uo,y + vo,x

⎫⎬
⎭
(9)

⎧⎨
⎩

Mx

M y

Mxy

⎫⎬
⎭ =

⎡
⎣ D11(x, y) D12(x, y) D16(x, y)

D12(x, y) D22(x, y) D26(x, y)

D16(x, y) D26(x, y) D66(x, y)

⎤
⎦

⎧⎨
⎩

wo,xx

wo,yy

2wo,xy

⎫⎬
⎭

(10)

where Aij and Dij are the elements of the in-plane and bending 
stiffness matrix of the composite plate, respectively [18]. The mid 
out-of-plane displacement is represented by w and in-plane dis-
placements in the x and y directions are represented by u and v , 
respectively. The above equations show that the in-plane and out-
of-plane displacements depend on Aij and Dij , respectively. The 
stiffness parameters are given by

Aij =
n∑

k=1

Q ij(zk − zk−1), Dij =
n∑

k=1

Q ij

3

(
z3

k − z3
k−1

)
(11)

where the Q ijs are the transformed reduced stiffness terms. The 
terms zk and zk−1 are the upper and lower coordinates of the kth
ply, respectively. The above relations show the in-plane stiffness of 
a CVF laminate is a function of the thickness of the plies (zk −zk−1)

and spatial variation of the Q ij(x, y) which in turn is a function 
of the fiber angle, θ . Similarly, the bending stiffness of the CVF 
laminate is a function of the spatial variation of fiber angle and 
the stacking sequence of plies, in addition to the thickness term 
(z3

k − z3
k−1).

4.3. Multi-objective optimization framework

The morphing skin is modeled as a CVF composite plate with 
the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 6. The skin deformations 
due to aerodynamic and actuation loads can be solved using nu-
merical methods such as finite element analysis. In this study, the 
structural analysis is performed with a commercial finite-element 
analysis tool and the skin is modeled using shell finite elements 
[3,20]. The skin is considered to be made of a graphite/epoxy bal-
anced symmetric laminate with 16 plies. Each ply has a thickness 
of 0.01 mm. The structural properties of baseline skin is chosen 
such that the local deformations of skin will not affect the global 
aerodynamic performance [11]. The optimization is carried out as 
a three step process. In the first step, the strain energy required to 
morph the skin is evaluated. In the second step, the out-of-plane 
deflections of the skin between the stringers due to the aerody-
namic pressure is evaluated. In an outer loop, the strain energy and 
out-of-plane deflections are minimized in a multi-objective frame-
work.

Initially, the upper skin of airfoil is modeled with zero cam-
ber. The change in camber, induced by the actuation, is applied 
to the initial configuration as specified in Fig. 4. The elastic strain 
energy stored in the skin due to this deformation is calculated. 
This strain energy can be considered as an equivalent of actua-
tion energy needed to deflect the skin. Therefore, the first objective 
function can be given as

Minimize, J1 = Uskin (12)

where Uskin is the elastic strain energy.
In the second step, the net aerodynamic pressure is applied to 

the morphed skin configuration of the first step. The global de-
flection of the morphed airfoil is maintained by the skin, stringer 
supports and spine as shown in Fig. 4. However, the local defor-
mations of the skin between the stringers can perturb the aero-
dynamic performance of the morphed airfoil [11]. Therefore, the 
out-of-plane deflections of skin between the stringers is included 
in the optimization process. The objective function to minimize the 
out-of-plane deformation of the skin between the stringers is given 
as

Minimize, J2 = Max{wli} i = 1,n (13)

where wli is maximum out-of-plane deflection of ith panel of the 
skin and n is the number of panels between the stringers of com-
pliant rib.

Now, the objective functions given in Eqs. (12) and (13) are 
combined to form a multi-objective optimization problem that is 
defined as

Minimize, J = [
J1(X), J2(X)

]
(14)

X = [〈
T 0

p|T 1
p

〉]
s

where X is the vector of design variables and p represents the pth
ply of the curvilinear fiber composite. The objective functions are 
non-dimensionalized with the numerical values of a baseline skin 
made of ±45◦ straight fiber laminates. In the optimization process, 
the fiber paths are considered to vary along the chordwise direc-
tion of the airfoil. The fiber paths of the 14 skin panels are given 
by Eq. (8) and are represented with two design variables T0 and 
T1. Therefore, the curvilinear fiber composite made of a balanced 
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Fig. 8. Strain energy variation with respect to fiber angle (straight fibers).

symmetric laminate with 16 plies results in 8 design variables that 
are given below.

X = [±〈
T 0

1

∣∣T 1
1

〉
,±〈

T 0
2

∣∣T 1
2

〉
,±〈

T 0
3

∣∣T 1
3

〉
,±〈

T 0
4

∣∣T 1
4

〉]
(15)

Before the optimization process, the elastic strain energy of the 
skin, for a span of 10 mm, due to camber morphing is calculated 
for a laminate with straight fibers for a span of 10 mm. The ply 
angles (straight fibers) of the skin are varied from 0 to 90◦ and 
shown in Fig. 8. The strain energy (SE) varies from 3.25 to 0.25 J 
(for a span of 10 mm) as the angle varies from 0 to 90◦ . The SE 
shows a much smaller value (0.25 J) for ply angles greater than 45◦
compared to 0◦ . This is because of the fiber directions in relation 
to the boundary conditions of the skin. A servo actuator capable 
of providing 2.5 J with dimensions to fit inside the D-spar of the 
FishBAC is used as an actuator in the prototype.

4.4. Optimal curvilinear fiber results

Genetic algorithms (GA) are commonly used in the optimal 
design of constant stiffness and variable stiffness composite lam-
inates [12,13,17]. The multi-objective genetic algorithm based on 
the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) is used in 
this study to obtain the Pareto-optimal solutions [10]. A detailed 
explanation of the optimization of curved fiber composites with 
Table 2
Pareto-optimal solutions.

No. Strain energy 
(% reduction)

Out-of-plane 
deformation 
(% reduction)

Curved fiber angles [±〈T k
o |T k

1〉4]

1 6 38 [±〈43|22〉,±〈72|66〉,±〈70|70〉,±〈76|73〉]
2 10 34 [±〈44|24〉,±〈74|60〉,±〈69|73〉,±〈71|72〉]
3 17 25 [±〈44|30〉,±〈72|60〉,±〈71|72〉,±〈73|72〉]
4 23 19 [±〈48|30〉,±〈78|61〉,±〈70|73〉,±〈72|72〉]
5 32 1.0 [±〈51|37〉,±〈70|58〉,±〈63|60〉,±〈72|73〉]

NSGA-II is given in Refs. [17,20]. A multi-objective optimization is 
performed with the objective functions and design variables given 
in Eqs. (14) and (15). The Pareto-optimal results are shown in 
Fig. 9. The Pareto front shows five optimal solutions for which the 
objective functions J1 and J2 are simultaneously reduced from 
their baseline values. Further, the Pareto front shows an almost 
linear increase in the out-of-plane deformation while the elastic 
strain energy is minimized. In Table 2, the five Pareto-optimal so-
lutions for which the strain energy and out-of-plane deformation 
are minimized simultaneously are given. These optimal solutions, 
as shown in Fig. 9, show a reduction of 6 to 32% in the strain en-
ergy while the out-of-plane deformations are reduced by 1 to 38%. 
These results show that curvilinear fiber composites can be used to 
minimize the actuation energy required to morph the skin while 
simultaneously minimizing the skin deformation due to aerody-
namic loads. As an illustration, the curved fibers corresponding to 
optimal point 2 in Table 2 are shown in Fig. 10.

In Eq. (8), the numerical values of T 0
n and T 1

n define the fiber 
paths to be curved along the direction of chord or span. In gen-
eral, if the numerical values of T 0

n and T 1
n are less than 45◦ , the 

fiber paths are almost curved along the chord direction. Similarly, 
if the values of T 0

n and T 1
n are greater than 45◦ , the fiber paths 

are curved along the span direction. From the optimal values of 
T0 and T1 given in Table 2, it can be realized that the ply which 
is away from the neutral axis of the laminate (ply 1) tends to be 
curved along the chord direction of airfoil while the plies closer to 
the neutral axis (plies 2, 3 and 4) tend to be curved along the span 
of the wing. The results of this optimization study show the use of 
curvilinear fiber composites for camber morphing wing skins can 
be highly beneficial compared to straight fiber composites. Further, 
the hierarchical modeling framework of the camber morphing air-
Fig. 9. Pareto-optimal solutions.
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Fig. 10. Optimal curved fiber paths.

foil discussed in this paper enhances theoretical understanding of 
each sub-system and reduces the computational cost. The optimal 
designs obtained from the hierarchical modeling framework can 
also be verified with the high fidelity simulations or wind tunnel 
tests.

5. Conclusion

A bio-inspired camber morphing airfoil is studied in a hierar-
chical modeling framework in this paper. A flexible skin based on 
a curvilinear fiber composite and a compliant internal structure 
based on FishBone Active Camber is proposed for camber morph-
ing airfoil. A two-level hierarchical modeling of the 2-D morphing 
airfoil is used to decouple the aeroelastic simulation of the compli-
ant 2-D structure and the skin design optimization. A homogenized 
beam model of the active compliant structure is presented. An 
aeroelastic simulation of the 2-D airfoil cross-section is performed 
with the homogenized beam model. The aerodynamic loads on 
the morphing skin are obtained for the given actuation force. The 
aerodynamic loads and camber deformation are used to find the 
optimal fiber paths for the composite skin. A multi-objective opti-
mization problem is formulated to minimize the actuation energy 
and out-of-plane deformation of the skin. The Pareto-optimal solu-
tions show considerable reduction in the elastic strain energy and 
out-of-plane deformations of skin, simultaneously. The plies which 
are away from the neutral axis of the laminate tend to be curved 
while the plies near the neutral axis tend to be straight fibers. 
The optimal results show the curvilinear fibers can be beneficial 
to meet the conflicting design requirements of camber morphing 
wing skins. A significant camber variation and hence change in 
aerodynamic properties can be achieved with the compliant struc-
ture considered in this study. The hierarchical modeling proposed 
in this study successfully decouples the aeroelastic simulation and 
the skin design optimization. As an alternative to the fully cou-
pled aeroelastic simulation of a morphing structure, this hierar-
chical modeling allows the designer to establish the mathematical 
models of the subsystem components, optimize the system with 
affordable computational cost and enhances the theoretical under-
standing of each subsystem.
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